
THE PRODUCT RANGE

SECURE BICYCLE STORAGE
LOCKERS, SHOWERS &

CHANGING ROOMS



DESIGN FEATURES

DURABLE

COMPACT

ANTI-VANDAL

SECURE
ACCESS CONTROL WITH STRONG DOORS

TEMPORARY STRUCTURE
NO PLANNING PERMISSION

ROUNDED CORNERS (OPTION)
HIGHWAY SAFE

COST EFFECTIVE
UP TO 50% cheaper than traditional

fit out / construction

PORTABLE
The pods are designed so they can be moved. This

provides you with ultimate flexibility; allowing you

to take advantage of short-term leases, or even

move premises taking the hub with you.

ADAPTABLE
The pods can be combined in a way that meets the

individual requirements of your organisation.

SCALEABLE
The hubs can be extended by connecting new pods

to existing ones. Either by stacking or positioning

additional pods adjacent to each other. The design

layout and interface allows for the different

pods to be added in numerous ways. Putting you

in control.
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PRODUCTS

3 products:
bike stores,
changing rooms 
drying rooms

3 sizes
small (20”x10” or 6m x 3m)
medium (32”x10” or 9.8m x 3m)
large (40”x10” or 12.2m x 3m)

B = Bike store x 3 sizes

C = Changing room x 3 sizes

D = Drying room x 1 size

MF = 2 small changing rooms one unit x 1 size

BD = Bike store with drying room x 2 sizes

Option:
ALL pods can be upgraded to curved corners
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THE AC-12-MF: OUR MOST POPULAR HUB

SIZE: 12m x 3m
INTERIOR FITTINGS (per unit)

24 Lockers per compartment
(48 lockers total)

2 sinks
6 showers (3+3)

2 toilets
2 hand dryers
2 hair dryers

LED sensor lighting
Paxton access control71-75 shelton street, covent garden, london wc2h 9jq  |  T: 01708 474164
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THE AC-12-B: OUR MOST POPULAR HUB
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SIZE: 12m x 3m
INTERIOR FITTINGS (per unit)

2 tier bike racks
56 racks

LED sensor lighting
paxton access control



6B
28 BIKE SPACES

10B
42 BIKE SPACES

12B
56 BIKE SPACES

6/10/12 B
BIKE STORES
Three bike stores

SIZE:
small, medium, large
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10BD
bike store and drying room – 28 bike spaces

12BD
12BD bike store and drying room – 42 bike spaces

10/12 BD
BIKE STORES
WITH DRYING ROOM

Two bike stores with drying room

SIZE:
medium and large 

Layout can be reversed 
to suit site

Layout can be reversed 
to suit site
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CONFIGURE YOUR HUB
THE AC SOLUTION IS MODULAR

We offer a Full turnkey service including design, groundworks, 
installation & connections to services for our Unique UK regis-
tered design buildings. Off-site construction; affordable and
at least 50% quicker to construct.

BREEAM Compliance

Provision of one shower for every 10 cycle storage spaces,
subject to a minimum provision of one shower.

Both male and female users must be catered for, i.e. either
separate showers within shared gender-specific facilities
(required provision split 50-50) or single shower cubicles and
changing space for mixed use

For buildings with more than 200 users but less than 300, the
unit of measure can be increased by a ratio of 1.5.

For buildings with more than 300 users but less than 400, the
unit of measure can be increased by a ratio of 2.

For buildings with more than 400 users, the unit of measure can
be increased by a ratio of 2.5.

The number of lockers is at least equal to the number of cycle
spaces required.
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AC-6 small: 6096 x 3048mm

WC CUBICLE LOCKERS SHOWER CUBICLE

AC-9 medium: 9754 x 3048mm AC-12 large: 12192 x 3048mm

stack up to 3 high

SELECT POD SIZE

SELECT INTERNAL MODULE
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3D3D
DRYING ROOM

Layout can be reversed 
to suit site
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6C
Changing room single sex

10C
Changing room single sex

(1 toilet & 4 showers or 2 toilets & 3 showers)

12C
Changing room single sex

(1 toilet & 6 showers or 2 toilets & 5 showers)

6/10/12 C
CHANGING ROOM
SINGLE SEX

SIZE:
small, medium, large

LayoutS can be
reversed to suit site
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12MF
Changing room  

12 MF
CHANGING ROOM
STANDARD CHANGING ROOM

two types separate male/female areas

Two 6B changing rooms within one unit

Two types of configurations.

The two separate areas reflect one
another or can be same layout. 

Either configuration allows for
3 showers + 1 toilet in each or
4 showers + 1 toilet in one area
and 2 showers + 1 toilet in the other. 

LayoutS can be
reversed to suit site
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CONNECTIONS pre-deployment

site size
location
access

pod selection
pod orientation

concrete pad footings
supporting structures

stacked or single
storey

electricity

arrange mains
connection

buried/ ducted cables

water

arrange mains
connection

buried/ mounted pipes

drainage
& waste

connection to main 
sewer system

ensure site has
adequate fall/ run off
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